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Abstract 

Introduction: 

Protocol deviations in Randomised Controlled Trials (RCT) have been found to result in a 

significant decrease in survival and local control. In some cases, the magnitude of the detrimental 10 

effect can be larger than the anticipated benefits of the interventions involved. The implementation 

of appropriate quality assurance of radiotherapy (QART) measures for clinical trials has been found 

to result in fewer deviations from protocol. This paper reports on a benchmarking study conducted 

in preparation for the PORTEC-3 trial in Australasia.  

Method: 15 

A benchmarking CT dataset was sent to each of the Australasian investigators, it was requested 

they contour and plan the case according to trial protocol using local treatment planning systems. 

These data was then sent back to TROG for collation and analysis.  

Results: 

Thirty three investigators from eighteen institutions across Australia and New Zealand took part in 20 

the study. The mean CTV volume was 383.4(228.5–497.8) cm3 and the mean dose to a reference 

gold standard CTV was 48.8(46.4-50.3) Gy.   

Conclusions: 

Although there were some large differences in the contouring of the CTV and its constituent parts, 

these did not translate into large variations in dosimetry. Where individual investigators had 25 

deviations from the trial contouring protocol, feedback was provided. The results of this study will 

be used to compare with the international study QA for the PORTEC-3 trial. 

 

Introduction 

Accurate delineation of target volumes and organs at risk (OAR) for radiation therapy planning is 30 

required for high quality treatment as it has a direct flow-on effect for the rest of the radiotherapy 

chain1. Previous studies have investigated inter-observer contouring variability and the dosimetric 

implications on patient treatment1-4. Several methods have been suggested to improve the 
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consistency of structure delineation. Training through teaching courses2 and progressive feedback 

such as implementing a plan-do-check-act cycle5 have been found to result in contouring 35 submissions that are closer to the expert╆s delineated structures. Institutional experience gathered 

over the course of a trial6 and the use of atlases7 result in more consistent submissions between 

observers. 

 

Protocol deviations in Randomised Controlled Trials (RCT) have been found to result in a 40 

significant decrease in survival and local control8. In some cases the magnitude of the detrimental 

effect can be larger than the anticipated benefits of the interventions involved8, 9. Implementation of 

appropriate quality assurance of radiotherapy (QART) measures for clinical trials has been found to 

result in fewer deviations from protocol 10. Facility assessment prior to the trial commencing is an 

important aspect of QART11. This may include credentialing, dosimetry audits, patient case studies 45 

or a Benchmarking case(s)12. In a benchmarking exercise the investigators are provided with an 

anonymized representative dataset and are instructed to contour and plan according to the trial protocol. A prospective evaluation is undertaken prior to trial commencement of the institution╆s 
ability to comply with the protocol and potential issues can then be fed back to the investigators. 

Benchmarking exercises have been used to standardize delineation procedures and have been 50 

found to increase the probability of successful completion of subsequent procedures within the 

same trial6.  

 

PORTEC-3 is a RCT that compares concurrent chemoradiation and adjuvant chemotherapy with 

pelvic radiation alone in high risk and advanced stage endometrial carcinoma13. Volumetric 55 

contouring for female pelvic cases was not standard practice in Australasia when PORTEC-3 opened 

for recruitment. Therefore, an Australasian study was implemented where investigators were 

required to complete credentialing before recruiting patients to the trial. Contouring variation 

across contributing Australasian centres is compared to a reference dataset and the impact of this 

variation on patient dosimetry is presented here.  60 

 

Materials and methods 

Benchmark case procedure 

The Trans-Tasman Oncology Group (TROG) conducted a treatment planning benchmarking 

exercise for the Australia and New Zealand Gynaecological Oncology Group (ANZGOG) PORTEC-3 65 

RCT. This benchmarking exercise, which required clinicians involved in the PORTEC-3 study to 
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contour a female pelvis according to the PORTEC-3 protocol, was not standard practice in Australia 

and New Zealand (ANZ) centres at the time. Thirty three observers from 18 institutions were 

supplied with a CD containing the anonymised DICOM images of an eligible patient. Accompanying 

the CD were instructions and a description of the clinical case. Once completed, this was then 70 

returned to TROG for collation and assessment by the Radiation Oncology Trial Management team. 

 

Participants were asked to contour the case according to the PORTEC-3 protocol on their local 

systems. The clinical target volume(CTV) was to be delineated including the upper 50% of the 

vagina, the vaginal tissues superior to the vaginal marker, the paravaginal/parametrial soft tissues, 75 

and the distal common, external, and internal iliac lymph node regions. Inclusion of the subaortic 

pre-sacral nodes was recommended for tumours with involvement of the cervix. A margin of 7-10 

mm was to be used from CTV to Planning Target Volume(PTV) with a variable margin in the upper 

vaginal region to account for bladder and rectal filling. Participating centres were provided with 

guidelines for contouring as described in the trial protocol13. 80 

 

Participating institutions were also asked to plan the benchmarking case on their local treatment 

planning systems(TPS). The PORTEC3 protocol specified a total dose of 48.6 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions, 

five times a week. Patients were to be treated on a linear accelerator using 6 MV photons or higher. 

The dose was specified at the ICRU reference point and homogeneity requirements were according 85 

to ICRU-50 recommendations14. Either a 4-field (4FLD) box, 3-field or multiple field technique could 

be used. The treatment plan was computed using the dose grid spacing that was standard to the 

local hospital practice. Sites were required to export all relevant data including dose, treatment 

plan, DRRs and DVHs. Dose information was to be provided for CTV, PTV, both kidneys and the 

spinal cord.  90 

 

Structure analysis 

A qualitative analysis was undertaken whereby a local expert panel reviewed the benchmarking 

case data using the SWAN15 system provided by TROG. The expert reviewers analysed the plans to 

ensure that the target and OAR structures had been contoured per protocol. Results were 95 

categorized into acceptable, minor variation, major variation or inevaluable. 

 

Further quantitative geometric and dosimetric analysis was performed on the submitted plans after 

review by the expert panel. All evaluable DICOM data was imported into Matlab using CERR16 
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where in house software1 was used to analyse geometric variation. The geometric parameters 100 

analysed included volume, centre of mass(COM), dimension(x,y,z) and DICE similarity coefficient17. 

A consensus contour generated by the local expert trial QA group per protocol guidelines was used 

as a ╅gold standard╆ reference for comparison when calculating the DICE similarity coefficient. 

 

Dosimetric analysis 105 

Dose volume histogram (DVH) data were extracted for the ╅gold standard╆ target and OAR contours 

for each observer plan submitted, noting that these ╅gold standard╆ contours were different to those 

for which the plan was generated at the local institutions (see above). The Comp Plan18 program 

was used to extract dose volume parameters for each of the structures (table 1).  

 110 

Results 

Thirty three investigators from 18 institutions submitted plans for review. From these, 495 

individual target structures were manually reviewed with 435/495(87.9%) acceptable, 

49/495(9.9%) had a minor variation and 11/495(2.2%) with major variations (table 1). The 

majority of the minor variations were due to incorrect PTV margin 22/49(44.9%) largely in the 115 

required differential PTV for the vaginal vault CTV 18/49(36.7%). Other minor variations included 

incorrect contouring of the parametrium CTV with respect to the pelvic sidewall 10/49(20.4%) and 

contouring of the pelvic lymph nodes 11/49(24.5%). Major variations related to PTV margin of 

greater than 1 cm being used 1/11(9.1%) and incorrect superior CTV boundary 4/11(36.4%) and 

lymph node contouring 5/11(45.5%). 120 

 

Of the 33 investigator datasets, 22 were evaluable in DICOM format for quantitative geometric and 

dosimetric analysis, see figure 1. The main reasons for the reduced number of datasets were 

corruption, duplication, incorrect format (RTOG) and missing data after transfer from review 

software for quantitative analysis. The CTV geometric structure analysis results can be seen in 125 

figure 2. The range in volumes of contoured CTV volume was 228.5–497.8 cm3 with a mean of 383.4 

cm3. The mean CTV x(med/lat), y(ant/post) and z(sup/inf) dimensions were 15.3(13.2-16.9), 

11.7(9.4-13.1) and 15.9(10.0-21.0) cm, respectively. The mean difference in COM between the ╅gold standard╆ and the investigator CTVs was 1.3(0.2 – 2.7) cm while the mean DICE coefficient was 

0.67(0.54-0.96). 130 
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Collated ╅gold standard╆ CTV and small bowel DVHs are displayed in figure 3 while table 2 shows 

mean(range) DVH parameter values for various structures. The mean V45 for the small bowel was 

29.1±4.5 Gy across all observers. The mean D98 for the CTV and PTV was 87.0±6.9% and 

79.1±8.31%, respectively. 135 

 

Discussion 

The mean CTV DICE coefficient of 0.67±0.09 was lower in the current study compared to the 

reported value from Young et al19 of 0.77±0.03. This may be due to the smaller number of observers 

(n=3) in the study by Young et al compared to that of the current study (n=22), as a larger number 140 

of observers is likely to have a wider spread of contouring variation. The mean dose to the CTV and 

PTV were 48.80±0.78 Gy and 48.20±1.03 Gy respectively, which matches closely with specified 

ICRU-50 reference point dose of 48.6 Gy in the trial protocol. There was however some variation in 

the CTV mean dose with a range of 46.44–50.30 Gy. The impact of this uncertainty in planned dose 

is difficult to ascertain, as dose ranges of 45-50 Gy are generally found acceptable for postoperative 145 

radiation therapy in gynaecological cancers. For head and neck cancer it has been suggested that 

such dose variation may adversely impact the outcome of a clinical trial8.  

 

Although the dosimetric impact of the contouring variation seen in this study was small it should be 

noted that the planning technique used by all centres was a simple 4FLD box. This technique is 150 relatively insensitive to contouring variation within the borders of the ╉box╊ dose distribution. 

More conformal intensity modulated techniques would be more sensitive as these allow for 

sculpting of the dose distribution around sensitive structures such as the small bowel 20, 21.  

 

The participants in this benchmarking exercise were all based in Australasia and thus the results 155 

may be influenced by local treatment practices and not representative of the larger PORTEC-3 trial. 

Also, this benchmarking exercise was part of a credentialing activity and as such was completed at 

the beginning of the trial, if it were repeated later in the recruitment phase after investigators had 

gained additional experience the results may be different. For investigators with violations in their 

submitted plans, feedback was provide by the TROG trial management committee prior to enrolling 160 

patients.  In order to calculate the DICE similarity coefficient, difference in COM and DVH 

parameters a ╅gold standard╆ reference contour is required. The ╅gold standard╆ in this study was a 

consensus volume delineated by the Australasian trial coordinators. The choice of ╅gold standard╆ is 
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controversial as there is no widely accepted technique; consensus, average, STAPLE, median and 

simple majority have all been used previously1.  165 

 

In conclusion although there were some large differences in the contouring of the CTV and its 

constituent parts, these did not translate into large variations in dosimetry. Where individual 

investigators had deviations from the trial contouring protocol, feedback was provided to ensure 

future compliance and individual case reviews were also performed. The results of this study will 170 

be used to compare with the international study QA for the PORTEC-3 trial. 
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Captions: 

Fig. 1. Axial, coronal and sagittal views of the benchmarking case CT displaying investigator CTVs   

Fig. 2. Boxplots displaying variation in contours with respect to A) volume, B) dimension, C) COM 

and D) DICE similarity coefficient  

Fig. 3. Collated DVH data for all evaluable datasets for A) CTV and B) small bowel  240 

Table 1 Mean DVH parameter results for various structures (range in parentheses)  
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Table 1 Description of major and minor variations for the benchmarking exercise 

Variation Structure Description 

Major Lymph nodes CTV extends significantly (>0.5cm) into bone 

  Missing an iliac vessel group 

  The CTV as contoured is not edited to exclude muscle or bowel prior 

to PTV expansion 

 Parametrium Not volumed 

 CTV Upper level >3cm inferior to the most inf part of S1 body 

  Upper level >3cm inferior to the most sup part of S1 body 

 PTV Expansion of lymph nodes > 1 cm; differential too large 

   

Minor Lymph nodes External iliac nodes contoured beyond pelvis 

  CTV significantly into muscle (>0.5cm); bowel (whole loop) 

  The CTV as contoured is not edited to exclude bone prior to PTV 

expansion 

  Missing obturator strip 

 Parametrium CTV does not reach pelvic sidewall 

  CTV extends <1cm superior to vagina 

 Vaginal vault CTV covers < ¼ of vagina 

 CTV Upper level > 2 cm superior to most sup part of S1 body 

 PTV Differential vault PTV margin not used 
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Table 2 Mean DVH parameter results for various structures (range in parentheses) 

 

Mean (Gy) D95% V45Gy V40Gy 

CTV 48.8 (46.4-50.3) 96.8 (74.7-99.6) -- -- 

PTV 48.2 (45.2-49.9) 91.8 (83.8-99.4) -- -- 

Bladder 46.7 (37.7-49.6) -- -- -- 

Left Femur 29.0 (19.7-34.5) -- -- 12.43 (3.0-32.6) 

Right Femur 27.1 (16.4-32.7) -- -- 9.5 (1.7-27.5) 

Left Kidney 1.0 (0.2-6.6) -- -- -- 

Right Kidney 0.3 (0.1-1.7) -- -- -- 

Rectum 48.2 (43.8-50.7) -- -- -- 

Small Bowel 23.8 (20.1-32.2) -- 29.1 (19.6-38.0) -- 
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